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“On Being Last” 
A SERMON on Mark 9:30-37 for the 25th Sunday in Ordinary Time, Year B 
Preached 19 September 2021 by the Rev. Matthew Emery, Lead Minister 
Cloverdale United Church, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada 
 
 

The sun hangs in the sky on an early autumn morning, not unlike it would be this morning 
if it weren’t raining, a warm golden circle already half-way up its daily ascent.  The leaves of the 
trees at the top of the hillside—still green, yes, but the intent eye can perceive just the slightest 
tinge of that pumpkin orange that lurks so closely at hand—the leaves screen the hazy rays from 
that mid-morning sun as they flow over the hill and down the block and across the open field of 
the playground.  The blades of grass still damp with morning dew, the air pleasantly crisp but not 
too cold:  a perfect morning to take the fourth graders out onto that playground for gym class.  
Well, a perfect morning, I should say, for most… 

Little Christopher, he had walked the length of those sun beams and trampled his feet 
across that dewy lawn on his way to school earlier that morning.  He had taken just as much 
delight in the pleasures of the picturesque morning as anyone else.  But that had been nearly two 
hours prior.  Stepping outside into warm glow of that autumn sun was not such an inviting 
prospect for Christopher now, now that outside meant gym class. 

You see, it was the same story almost every time.  The only time it was different was when 
his name got drawn to be one of the team captains.  But today would not be one of those days.  
Jordan and Anna were the two names drawn from the cup.  That being settled, Christopher knew 
what to expect from here on out.  He’s not even sure why he really pays much attention anymore, 
and yet still he listens and watches in eager anticipation.   

Conner.  David.  Sarah.  Will.  Michelle.  Gabrielle.  Sloane.  Michael.  April.  Ryan.  Kayla.  
Lauren.  Joe.  Becky.   

Now it was just him and Amber.  “It’s always me and Amber at the end,” Christopher 
thought.  The choosing had come back around to Jordan, and Christopher had been through this 
enough that he already knew his fate was decided.  He didn’t even bother to wait for Jordan to 
finish calling out Amber’s name before he started walking over to Anna’s team.  “Last,” 
Christopher murmured to himself.  “Last again.” 

 
§ 

 
The wimpy kid, the geeky kid, the misfit, the overlooked … How many of us knew a kid like 

Christopher?  How many of us were kids like Christopher?  How many of us still are kids—or 
adults—like Christopher?  Or at least we feel like it once in a while … when the test results we 
didn’t want come, when the job we did want doesn’t come, when the family seems far and the 
friends even more so … ? 

Let’s simply be honest:  Being last sucks—at least it seems to most of the time. 
We sometimes are pretty good at softening the blow of that, though.  For instance, when it 

comes to kids like our little Christopher, often we console him—or ourselves—by reassurances 
that someday he’ll be the one looking back and laughing, when he’s a famous inventor or a 
wealthy doctor coming back to class reunions to meet all the dumb jocks whose lives never went 
anywhere.  But the truth is that not every little Christopher grows up to be the head of Microsoft 
or a chief cardiac surgeon, or even the lead minister at a historic and vibrant church that stands 
proud on a prominent corner of town.  Sometimes the wimpy, geeky, misfit kid simply stays that 
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way, becoming the wimpy, geeky, misfit adult—and the results of that are not always harmless.1  
When life deals us a blows that makes us feel like we’re in last place, things don’t always recover, 
at least not on the schedule we’d like them to. 

That doesn’t mean that we don’t try to take control sometimes—not unlike the disciples in 
today’s story, arguing over their relative position.  The late Harry B. Adams, long-time professor at 
Yale Divinity School, tells such a story: 

On one occasion I was responsible for making the seating arrangements at a head table.  
At one end of the table a person with experience was placed next to a newcomer in order to 
make him feel welcome.  When the experienced person saw his place card, he promptly 
picked it up and moved it to the center of the table, next to the person who would be 
presiding.  It takes a certain amount of chutzpah to do such a thing, and the action reveals 
a profound need to be in a perceived status position. … There was a pathos about the man 
… It is sad for a person to be so consumed with what others think about him, to be so 
insecure in who he is that he must seek public recognition of his importance.2 

Of course, you could take things the other direction, too, banking up all the praise you get for 
being so humble, so helpful, so humanitarian.  But that does not seem to be what Jesus is getting 
at either.  As two wise writers wisely ask about the disciples, “If they had to choose—justice and 
anonymity, or injustice and fame—which would they choose?  Many of us would hesitate to 
choose the pursuit of justice if we were sure it would lead to opprobrium [disapproval, or even 
outright scorn] by our family and friends.  But if such a pursuit can be combined with social 
approval or at least good press, then we are quite willing to put up with some discomfort.”3 

The reality is that there is no getting around the inverse logic of the kingdom Jesus has 
come to proclaim.  While the disciples are arguing about their own positions, Jesus is asking them 
to notice the position of the lowest in their society—the child, the one who not only is dependent, 
but the one who has no status whatsoever, not even that of a slave.  Such is how God comes.  Such 
is the place where God can be found. 

This is what we in Christianity and in Christian theology refer to as the “theology of the 
cross.”  Of course, plenty of people throughout the history of Christianity have had things to say 
about the cross and what the importance of the cross was and is, but it was the famous Protestant 
reformer of the 16th century, Martin Luther, and some of his associates who really developed a 
particularly strong and compelling understanding of how the cross—or, more precisely, Christ on 
the cross, the crucifixion—really serves as key for understanding all of the ways and places God is 
at work in the world.  The idea, you see, is that the cross is the place where God seems most hidden, 
most absent—it is a place of pain, rejection, vulnerability, helplessness, and (most of all) defeat.  
You look at the cross and it goes against everything we are most naturally inclined to think would 
be of God:  power, beauty, strength, might.  And yet—here’s the key point—it is here at this place 
where God seems most absent or most hidden that God is, in fact, most fully shown and revealed 
for who God truly is.  You look at this ugly, torturous place of death and defeat, and there is God:  
God who loves us so much that no pain is too great for God to take on in order to be with us; God 

 
 

1 I particularly have in mind the times when being the “misfit” and “outcast” adult goes on so far as to become the person who 
carries out a violent attack or horrific abuse. 

2 Harry B. Adams, pastoral commentary on Mark 9:30-37 for Proper 20 in Feasting On The Word:  Preaching the Revised Common 
Lectionary, ed. David L. Bartlett and Barbara Brown Taylor, Year B, Vol. 4 – Season after Pentecost 2 (Louisville, KY:  Westminster 
John Knox Press, 2009), 94-96. 

3 Catherine Gunsalus González and Justo L. González, commentary on Mark 9:30-37 for Proper 20 in Preaching God’s 
Transforming Justice:  A Lectionary Commentary, Year B, ed. Ronald J. Allen et. al. (Louisville, KY:  Westminster John Knox Press, 2011), 
413. 
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who’s ways are so at odds with the normal ways of our world that it is, in fact, in seeming defeat 
that God is at work claiming victory; God who in death demonstrates what it means to truly live 
and to live for others. 

This “theology of the cross” speaks a strong word about how God—the true God revealed 
to us in Jesus Christ, as opposed to the gods of our own imagining—works.  As one writer puts it, 
“it’s about God saving the world through vulnerability and love, not domination.”  And, my 
friends, even though we call this the “theology of the cross,” it isn’t only at the cross that we see it 
at work.  That was part of Martin Luther’s insight, that the “theology of the cross” characterizes 
all of the ways God has worked and continues to work.  Or, as the writer I just quoted goes on to 
say, 

This keystone idea isn’t only about the cross; this is Jesus’ mission as a whole, his modus 
operandi.  Think of the Incarnation itself, God coming to dwell among us, born to a poor 
family in a backwater town.  It’s a graceful descent into vulnerability for the sake of love.  
That’s what true greatness looks like, as one of the oldest hymns in the Christian treasury 
puts it: “Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the 
form of God … emptied himself, taking the form of a servant” (Phil 2:5-11).  This is 
nothing less than Jesus’ signature move.  And he calls us, any who would follow him, to 
make it ours as well.4 

 
§ 
 

Out on that playground that autumn morning, Christopher never even heard his name 
called.  After Jordan called Amber’s name, Anna didn’t need to say “Christopher”, because he was 
the only one left and he was already heading over.  I wish I could tell you that something amazing 
happened that day, that Christopher miraculously hit a home run when he got up to the plate in 
that softball game.  But, alas, my friends, no such thing happened, for Christopher struck out—as 
usual—and never even made it to first base.   

But even though he probably didn’t realize it, Christopher didn’t need to get to home plate.  
Christopher’s name was already being called, invited, welcomed to come home.   

And it still is. 

 
 

4 “True Greatness: SALT’s Lectionary Commentary for Seventeenth Week after Pentecost”, The SALT Project, 15 September 
2021; https://www.saltproject.org/progressive-christian-blog/2018/9/18/true-greatness-salts-lectionary-commentary-for-
eighteenth-week-after-pentecost 


